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Is it policy,
or is it just
reality TV?

Intercepting
an offensive
design before
it’s on retail
H&M and Zara are hiring
diversity managers and
making use of technology

Paul Krugman

BY TIFFANY HSU

OPINION

The other day the Trump administration announced a new trade deal with
South Korea. It also announced that
President Trump was nominating the
White House physician to head the
Department of Veterans Affairs. What
do these announcements have in common?
The answer is that both are indicators of how Trump views his job. He
doesn’t seem to see actual policymaking as important; instead, he treats it
all as an exercise in
reality TV.
What
Unfortunately,
nothingwhat looks good on
burger trade
TV isn’t necessarily
deals and
good for America, or
unqualified
the world.
Ronny L. Jackson,
appointees
the veterans affairs
have in
nominee, certainly
common.
looks good on TV, as
we saw when he
gave Trump an
excellent bill of health, including a
declaration that the president, while
overweight, is just shy of being officially obese — thanks to having apparently grown an inch in office.
However, girtherism isn’t the real
issue here; as David Axelrod says, “a
waist is a terrible thing to mind.” The
point, instead, is that running veterans’
health is a management, not medical,
job — and Jackson has no managerial
experience.
But what does this have to do with
trade deals?
Well, last week the stock market
plunged on fears that Trump was
getting ready to begin his long-threatened trade war. But then it made a
partial comeback, as investors decided
that he was mainly huffing and puffing.
That Korea deal supports the huffing-and-puffing view. Although hyped
as a major victory, it’s basically a nothingburger in terms of its actual conKRUGMAN, PAGE 11

The New York Times publishes opinion
from a wide range of perspectives in
hopes of promoting constructive debate
about consequential questions.
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Playing xiangqi on the porch of a floating house in the village of Chhnok Trou, Cambodia. The ethnic Vietnamese live on the water because they are not able to live elsewhere.

The floating world
FROM THE MAGAZINE

Unwelcome in Cambodia,
stranded Vietnamese have
unstable life on the water
BY BEN MAUK

The best handyman living among the
boat people in Chong Koh was named
Taing Hoarith. Most days, Hoarith woke
up at 5 a.m. and bought a bowl of noodle
soup from a passing sampan, the same
genre of wandering store from which his
wife, Vo Thi Vioh, sold vegetables houseboat to houseboat. When she left for the
day, around 6, Hoarith rolled up their
floor mat and got to work.

Chong Koh is one of hundreds of floating villages, with tens of thousands of
families, on the Tonle Sap River and the
lake of the same name in Cambodia. The
afternoon of my arrival, Hoarith was
squatting over an old butane camp
stove, scraping at a rusted gas valve.
Someone had thrown the stove away,
but he thought he could fix it to sell on
his next trip onto the lake. His wooden
long-tail, moored against the house, covered with tarpaulins and heavy with
cargo, carried him to floating villages as
far as 90 miles away. “I know Tonle Sap
like my hand,” he said.
But he always came back to Chong
Koh, his home of several years, where
the villagers live on cabin-size houseboats and junks arranged in tidy rows.
Other villages are labyrinthine extensions of nearby shore towns, with broad

Venetian canals and twisting alleyways,
floating temples, churches, schoolrooms and oil-black ice factories. Chong
Koh is relatively small, and shrinking —
the Cambodian authorities would like it
to disappear entirely — but it lies about

The government would like
the settlements to disappear.
a mile from the heart of Kampong Chhnang, the large provincial capital, and as
Hoarith worked, a steady fleet of peddlers took their boats to and from its
markets.
While Hoarith picked at the stove
with a screwdriver, a neighbor lay in a
hammock, watching him work. The
neighbor, like Hoarith and everyone else

Van Gogh’s obsession with Japan
AMSTERDAM

Dutch painter never visited
the country, but his art was
inspired by its aesthetics
BY NINA SIEGAL

In the soft, clear light of Provence,
France, Vincent van Gogh saw the crisp
skies of Japanese woodcut prints. The
almond blossoms, gnarled trees and
irises that dotted the French landscape
reminded him of nature scenes painted
in Kyoto. And in the locals who drank in
cafes of Arles, he saw resonances with
the geishas and Kabuki actors of a country he’d never visited.
“My dear brother, you know, I feel I’m
in Japan,” van Gogh wrote to his brother,
Theo, on March 16, 1888, not long after
he had settled in Arles, an ancient city
built on Roman ruins by the Rhône
River in France.
By June he was urging Theo and other
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Vincent van Gogh’s “Almond Blossom” (1890) shows a strong Japanese influence, but it
is based on trees he saw in Saint-Rémy-de-Provence, France.

Impressionist artists in Paris to join him
there. “I’d like you to spend some time
here, you’d feel it,” he wrote. “After some
time your vision changes, you see with a
more Japanese eye, you feel color differently.”
For at least a year, van Gogh lived in
Provence in a kind of Japanese dream. It
was not a delusion, but rather an imaginative projection of an idealized vision
of Japan onto the French landscape, said
Nienke Bakker, curator of paintings for
the Van Gogh Museum in Amsterdam.
The painter had been bitten by the bug
of “Japonisme,” a mania for Japanese
aesthetics that swept Europe in the 19th
century, and that also afflicted painters
such as Claude Monet, Édouard Manet
and Edgar Degas.
The Van Gogh Museum, in collaboration with three Japanese museums, has
mounted the most comprehensive exhibition to date to explore that inspiration, “Van Gogh & Japan,” which runs
through June 24. It tracks the Dutch artist’s early fascination with imported
Japanese “Ukiyo-e” prints — colorful
VAN GOGH, PAGE 22
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in the village, was ethnically Vietnamese, and he had a Vietnamese name,
Vieng Yang Nang. But most of the time
he went by Samnang, which means
“lucky” in Khmer, the language of Cambodia’s ethnic majority. In Cambodia,
where the concepts of nationality and
ethnicity are inextricable, members of
the ethnic Vietnamese minority are
known as yuon, a ubiquitous slur that is
sometimes translated as “savage.”
I sat on the floor listening to Samnang
and Hoarith revisit a conversation from
earlier in the day. That morning we had
visited the school and the Vietnamese
pagoda, stilted buildings near the fish
market where Chong Koh once stood.
Local officials evicted the village in 2015,
forcing residents to move more than a
mile downriver, and both buildings were
CAMBODIA, PAGE 2

Every once in a while, tucked into the
stream of speedily made garments
rushed into stores, designs with shockingly bad taste stand out: a shirt comparing women to dogs at Topman, symbols of the Holocaust on a top at Zara, a
slogan that trivializes sexual consent on
a piece at Forever 21 or words like
“slave” and “slut” used as decorative details on T-shirts at ASOS and Missguided.
Brands, even as they offer mea culpas, rarely explain how such blunders
happen. But problematic designs repeatedly seem to slip past layers of buyers, designers, stylists, marketers and
managers before being caught by consumers.
Retail experts blame a heated competitive environment in which companies, many of them based in Europe, are
spread thin trying to cater to a global
customer base that is easily bored, is extremely demanding and can buy almost
anything via e-commerce. Many brands
develop a cavalier attitude: Churn out
products now, ask forgiveness later.
The problem is not limited to fashion.
On Monday, Heineken pulled a series of
commercials for light beer with the
tagline “sometimes, lighter is better,” after an ad was criticized as racist.
With easy access to social media,
shoppers are increasingly aware of —
and vocal about — cultural appropriation, derogatory messaging and insensitive references. In response, several retailers say that they are beefing up the
approval process for designs and investing in digital screening technologies.
Still, distasteful designs will probably
continue sneaking onto store shelves.
Industry experts said cultural-awareness training and virtual sampling techniques that run spot checks on products
can only go so far in a business marked
by fast-shifting trends and high employee turnover.
Earlier this year, H&M, one of the
largest clothing retailers in the world
and a repeat offender, was taken to task
over a children’s hoodie emblazoned
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A GLUT OF CLOTHES

The Swedish fashion retailer H&M is
struggling with $4.3 billion in unsold
inventory. PAGE 18

